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DIMENSION, ENTROPY, AND THE LOCAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEASURES
TUOMAS SAHLSTEN, PABLO SHMERKIN, AND VILLE SUOMALA
ABSTRACT. We present a general approach to the study of the local distribution of mea-
sures on Euclidean spaces, based on local entropy averages. As concrete applications, we
unify, generalize, and simplify a number of recent results on local homogeneity, porosity
and conical densities of measures.
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS
The upper- and lower local dimensions of a measure µ at a point x ∈ Rd are defined as
dimloc(µ, x) = lim sup
r↘0
logµ(B(x, r))
log r
and dimloc(µ, x) = lim inf
r↘0
logµ(B(x, r))
log r
,
where B(x, r) is the closed ball of center x and radius r.
A central general problem in geometric measure theory consists in understanding the
relation between local dimension and the distribution of measure inside small balls.
Heuristically, at points where the local dimension is “large”, one expects the measure
to be “fairly well distributed at many scales”. A number of concepts, such as porosity,
conical densities, and homogeneity, have been introduced to make quantitative the no-
tion of “locally well distributed”. The relation between these (and other) such concepts
and local dimension has been an active research area in the last decades (see below for
references).
So far, each particular problem required an ad hoc method to pass from information
about the local distribution of measures, to information about mass decay or, in other
words, local dimension (though there certainly is overlap among the ideas). The main
contribution of this work is to show that in the Euclidean setting, the method of local
entropy averages provides a general framework that allows to unify, simplify, and extend
all the previous results in the area. To the best of our knowledge, local entropy averages
were first considered by Llorente and Nicolau [19]. The basic result relating them to the
local dimension of measures was proved by Hochman and Shmerkin in [9], as a key step
in bounding the dimension of projected measures. It was then further applied to the
theory of porosity by Shmerkin in the recent paper [30].
The basic result on entropy averages is given in Proposition 1.1. Even though the
local entropy average formula may appear more complicated than the definition of local
dimension, it is useful in many applications, since entropy takes into account the local
distribution of measure. Moreover, as it is an average over scales, it is very effective to
study properties which only hold on some proportion of scales.
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On the other hand, entropy averages are defined in terms of dyadic partitions, while
the geometric information one is interested in is usually in terms of Euclidean balls and
cones. A random translation argument often allows to pass between one and the other.
This paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this section, we state the key entropy
averages lemma, define the relevant geometric notions of homogeneity, porosity, and
conical densities, and state our main results. In Section 2, we collect a number of basic
technical results that will be required later. Section 3 contains the proofs of the main
results. Finally, we make some further remarks in Section 4.
1.1. Local entropy averages.
Notation 1.1. LetQ = ⋃k∈NQk be the collection of all half open dyadic cubes of Rd, where
Qk are the dyadic cubes Q of side length `(Q) = 2−k. Given x ∈ Rd, we let Qk,x be
the unique cube from Qk containing x. When a ∈ N, we denote Q′ ≺a Q if Q ∈ Qk,
Q′ ∈ Qk+a and Q′ ⊂ Q.
We keep to the convention that a measure refers to a Borel regular locally finite outer
measure. Since we are interested in local concepts, we shall further assume that our mea-
sures have compact support. Lebesgue measure on Rd is denoted by Ld. For a measure
µ on [0, 1)d, x ∈ [0, 1)d and k ∈ N, we denote by µk,x the normalized restriction of µ to
Qk,x. More precisely, if µ(Qk,x) = 0, then µk,x is the trivial measure; otherwise,
µk,x(A) =
µ(A)
µ(Qk,x)
for all Borel sets A ⊂ Qk,x.
For notational simplicity, in this article logarithms are always to base 2.
Definition 1.1 (Entropy). The entropy function is the map ϕ : [0, 1]→ R, ϕ(t) := t log(1/t).
If µ is a measure on [0, 1)d, a ∈ N, and Q is a cube with µ(Q) > 0, the a-entropy of µ in
the cube Q is defined by
Ha(µ,Q) =
∑
Q′≺aQ
ϕ
(
µ(Q′)
µ(Q)
)
.
Proposition 1.1 (Local entropy averages). Let µ be a measure on [0, 1)d and a ∈ N. Then for
µ almost every x ∈ [0, 1)d,
dimloc(µ, x) = lim sup
N→∞
1
Na
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x);
and
dimloc(µ, x) = lim inf
N→∞
1
Na
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x).
Remark 1.1. Proposition 1.1 is a direct application of the law of large numbers for mar-
tingale differences. There are many variations of the exact statement, see for example
[9, 30, 29]. This particular formulation is due to Michael Hochman [8], see [29, Theorem
5] for a proof. Llorente and Nicolau also considered local entropy averages, but they
relied on the Law of the Iterated Logarithm rather than the Law of Large Numbers. As a
result, they get sharper results but under stronger assumptions on the measure, such as
dyadic doubling, see [19, Corollary 6.2].
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1.2. Local homogeneity.
Definition 1.2 (Local homogeneity at a given point and scale). The local homogeneity of a
measure µ at x ∈ Rd with parameters δ, ε, r > 0 is defined by
homδ,ε,r(µ, x) = sup{cardB : B is a (δr)-packing of B(x, r)
with µ(B) > εµ(B(x, 5r)) for all B ∈ B}.
Here a δ-packing of a set A ⊂ Rd is a disjoint collection of balls of radius δ centred in A.
It is important that µ(B) is not compared to µ(B(x, r)) but to the measure of the en-
larged ball B(x, 5r). The choice of the scaling parameter is not important as 5 could be
replaced with any 1 < C <∞. See [14, 6.16].
Notation 1.2. For a measure µ on Rd and 0 ≤ s ≤ n, we denote
Ωs(µ) = {x : dimloc(µ, x) ≥ s} and Ωs(µ) = {x : dimloc(µ, x) ≥ s}.
Moreover, write [N ] = {1, . . . , N}when N ∈ N.
In the above form the concept of homogeneity was introduced in [14] as a tool to study
porosities and conical densities in Euclidean and more general metric spaces. Relations
between homogeneity and dimension have been considered also in [2, 11]. An intuitive
idea behind the homogeneity is the following; If the dimension of µ is larger than s and
if δ > 0 then, for typical x and small r > 0, one expects to find at least δ−s disjoint
sub-balls of B(x, r) of diameter δr with relatively large mass. In the main results of [14]
this statement is made rigorous in a quantitative way. Our main result concerning the
relation between homogeneity and dimension is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < m < s < d. Then there exist constants p = p(m, s, d) > 0 and
δ0 = δ0(m, s, d) > 0 such that, for all 0 < δ < δ0, there exists ε = ε(m, s, d, δ) > 0 with the
following property: If µ is a measure on Rd, then for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) and for all large
enough N ∈ N, we have
homδ,ε,2−k(µ, x) ≥ δ−m for at least pN values k ∈ [N ]. (1.1)
Moreover, for µ almost all x ∈ Ωs(µ), the estimate (1.1) holds for infinitely many N .
Theorem 1.1 is a stronger form of the statement [14, Theorem 3.7]. The result in [14]
yields a sequence of scales with large homogeneity for µ almost every point x ∈ Ωs(µ),
but does not give any quantitative estimate on the amount of such scales. Moreover,
Theorem 1.1 also yields information about the local homogeneity of measures at points
in Ωs(µ).
Intuitively, our further applications on conical densities and porosities, should follow
from Theorem 1.1 (this strategy was already used in [14]). With the result on conical
densities (Theorem 1.2 below) this is indeed the case as we apply a dyadic version of
Theorem 1.1. Concerning our result on the dimension of mean porous measures (Theo-
rem 1.3) we provide a proof which is independent of Theorem 1.1, but the main idea is
still in obtaining a homogeneity estimate.
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1.3. Conical densities.
Notation 1.3 (Cones). Let m ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1} and let G(d, d−m) be the set of all (d−m)-
dimensional linear subspaces of Rd. Fix x ∈ Rd, r > 0, θ ∈ Sd−1, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and
V ∈ G(d, d−m). Denote
H(x, θ, α) = {y ∈ Rd : (y − x) · θ > α|y − x|},
X(x, V, α) = {y ∈ Rd : dist(y − x, V ) < α|y − x|},
X(x, r, V, α) = B(x, r) ∩X(x, V, α).
The problem of relating the dimension of sets and measures to their distributions in-
side small cones has a long history beginning from the work of Besicovitch on the dis-
tribution of unrectifiable 1-sets. The conical density properties of Hausdorff measures
have been extensively studied by Marstrand [21], Mattila [22], Salli [28] and others and
have been applied e.g. in unrectifiability [23] and removability problems [24, 20]. Analo-
gous results for packing type measures were first obtained in [31, 16, 15]. Upper density
properties of arbitrary measures have been considered in [3, 14]. See also the survey [13].
The goal in the theory of conical densities is to obtain information on the relative µ
measure of the cones X(x, r, V, α) or X(x, r, V, α) \H(x, θ, α), see Figure 1 below.
FIGURE 1. ConeX(x, r, V, α)\H(x, θ, η) when n = 3,m = 1, α = sin(δ/2),
and when the parameter η of the cone H(x, θ, η) is close to 0.
In order to get nontrivial lower bounds, we have to assume that the dimension of µ is
larger than m, as the orthogonal complement of V ∈ G(n, n−m) is m-dimensional.
We obtain the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Let 0 < m < s < d, m ∈ N and 0 < α < 1. Then there exist constants
p = p(m, s, d, α) > 0 and c = c(m, s, d, α) > 0 such that the following holds: If µ is a measure
on Rd, then for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) and for all large enough N ∈ N we have
inf
θ∈Sd−1
V ∈G(d,d−m)
µ(X(x, 2−k, V, α) \H(x, θ, α))
µ(B(x, 2−k))
> c for at least pN values k ∈ [N ]. (1.2)
For µ almost all x ∈ Ωs(µ) the estimate (1.2) holds for infinitely many N .
Thus, if the dimension of µ is larger than m, the measure µ is rather uniformly spread
out in all directions for a positive proportion of dyadic scales.
Theorem 1.2 is a generalisation of [3, Theorem 4.1] and [14, Theorem 5.1]. Concerning
the statement about Ωs(µ), the results of [3] (See Remark 4.7 in [3]) yield that (1.2) holds
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for infinitely many N and our result strengthens this to all large N . Regarding the esti-
mate on Ωs(µ), the results of [3, 14] do not give any quantitative estimate on the amount
of scales where (1.2) holds.
1.4. Porosity.
Definition 1.3 (Porosity at a given point and scale). Let ` ∈ [d]. The `-porosity of a set
A ⊂ Rd at x ∈ Rd at scale r > 0 is
por`(A, x, r) = sup{% > 0 : ∃y1, . . . , y` ∈ Rd, (yi − x) · (yj − x) = 0,
B(yi, %r) ⊂ B(x, r) \A}.
The `-porosity of a measure µ at x ∈ Rd with parameters r, ε > 0 and ` = 1, . . . , d is
por`(µ, x, r, ε) = sup{% > 0 : ∃y1, . . . , y` ∈ Rd, (yi − x) · (yj − x) = 0,
B(yi, %r) ⊂ B(x, r) and µ(B(yi, %r)) ≤ εµ(B(x, r))}.
Thus, por`(A, x, r) is the supremum of all α such that we can find ` orthogonal holes in
A, of relative size at leastα, inside the reference ballB(x, r). The definition of por`(µ, x, r, ε)
is similar, except that “holes” are now measure theoretical, with a threshold given by ε.
Definition 1.4 (Mean porosity). Let 0 < α < 1/2 and 0 < p ≤ 1. The measure µ is lower
mean (`, α, p)-porous at x ∈ Rd if, for any ε > 0 and large enough N = N(ε, x) ∈ N,
por`(µ, x, 2
−k, ε) > α for at least pN values k ∈ [N ]. (1.3)
We say that µ is upper mean (`, α, p)-porous at x if for all ε > 0, the condition (1.3) holds
for infinitely many N ∈ N. Write
P`,α,p = P`,α,p(µ) = {x ∈ Rd : µ is lower mean (`, α, p)-porous at x},
U`,α,p = U`,α,p(µ) = {x ∈ Rd : µ is upper mean (`, α, p)-porous at x}.
The study of the relationship between dimension of sets and their porosities originates
from various size-estimates in geometric analysis. See e.g. [4, 32, 17]. The connection
between porosity of measures and their dimension has been studied e.g in [5, 2, 15, 1, 14,
30]. For further background and references, see the recent surveys [10, 29] and also [27].
The next theorem unifies and extends many of the earlier results.
Theorem 1.3. Let 0 < α < 12 , 0 < p ≤ 1, ` ∈ [d] and µ a measure on Rd. For µ almost all
x ∈ P`,α,p, we have
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ d− p`+ c
log 11−2α
, (1.4)
where c = c(d) <∞ is a dimensional constant. Moreover, for µ almost every x ∈ U`,α,p it holds
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ d− p`+
c
log 11−2α
. (1.5)
The claim (1.4) gives a positive answer to the question [14, Question 6.9]. For ` = 1 it
was already proven in [1, Theorem 3.1], but the method used in [1] relies heavily on the
co-dimension being one and cannot be used when ` > 1. Moreover, the analogous result
for porous (rather than mean porous) measures, was obtained in [14, Theorem 5.2].
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Remark 1.2. The latter claim (1.5) is the first nontrivial dimension estimate for upper
mean porous sets or measures. All the previous works on the dimension of mean porous
sets and measures deal with lower mean porosity.
Theorem 1.3 is meaningful and gives the correct rate of convergence for α → 1/2 (it
is not hard to see that 1/2 is the largest possible value of α in a set of positive measure,
see [5, Remark (a) in p.4]). The small porosity situation (for ` = 1) was addressed in [30]
using entropy averages.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Maximizing entropy. This section is devoted to maximize entropy in a symbolic
setting with certain boundary conditions that will appear in our applications.
Definition 2.1. The entropy of the K-tuple (p1, . . . , pK), 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, is
H(p1, . . . , pK) :=
K∑
i=1
pi log(1/pi).
We remark that it is not assumed that
∑K
i=1 pi = 1. Recall the following estimate, which
is an easy consequence of Jensen’s inequality:
Lemma 2.1 (Log sum inequality). Let a1, . . . , aK and b1, . . . , bK be non-negative reals. Then
K∑
i=1
ai log
ai
bi
≥
( K∑
i=1
ai
)
log
∑K
i=1 ai∑K
i=1 bi
.
Lemma 2.2. If 0 < c ≤ 1, then
max
p1,...,pK≥0∑K
i=1 pi=c
H(p1, . . . , pK) = H
( c
K
, . . . ,
c
K
)
= c log(K/c).
Proof. Apply the log sum inequality with ai = pi and bi = 1/K. 
Lemma 2.3. Let M ∈ N, 0 < ε < 12M and n ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1}. Then
hMε,n := maxH|∆Mε,n = (1− nε) log
(M − n
1− nε
)
+ nε log(1/ε), (2.1)
where
∆Mε,n :=
{
(q1, . . . , qM−n, p1, . . . , pn) :
M−n∑
j=1
qj = 1−
n∑
i=1
pi, qj ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ pi ≤ ε
}
.
Proof. If 0 ≤ pi ≤ ε, i ∈ [n] are fixed, Lemma 2.2 (applied with K = M − n and c =
1−∑ni=1 pi) implies that
max
qj≥0 and
∑M−n
j=1 qj=1−
∑n
i=1 pi
H(q1, . . . , qM−n) =
(
1−
n∑
i=1
pi
)
log
( M − n
1−∑ni=1 pi
)
. (2.2)
Moreover,
max
0≤p1,...,pn≤ε
(
1−
n∑
i=1
pi
)
log
( M − n
1−∑ni=1 pi
)
= (1− nε) log
(M − n
1− nε
)
. (2.3)
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Indeed, since pi ≤ ε < 12M and n ≤ M − 1, we have 1−
∑n
i=1 pi ≥ 1− nε > 12 . The map
g(t) = (1 − t) log M−n1−t , t ∈ [12 , 1], is decreasing, so the maximum value of g on [1 − nε, 1]
is attained at the left boundary point 1− nε, that is, when each pi = ε.
Lemma 2.2 also implies
max
0≤p1,...,pn≤ε
H(p1, . . . , pn) = H(ε, . . . , ε) = nε log(1/ε). (2.4)
Combining (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), it follows that
maxH|∆Mε,n = max0≤p1,...,pn≤ε maxq1,...,qM−n≥0∑M−n
j=1 qj=1−
∑n
i=1 pi
(
H(q1, . . . , qM−n) +H(p1, . . . , pn)
)
= max
0≤p1,...,pn≤ε
(
1−
n∑
i=1
pi
)
log
( M − n
1−∑ni=1 pi
)
+H(p1, . . . , pn)
= (1− nε) log
(M − n
1− nε
)
+ nε log(1/ε),
as claimed. 
2.2. Abundance of doubling scales. If µ is a measure on Rd and ω ∈ Rd, we denote by
µω the translation of µ by ω, i.e. µω(A) = µ(A + ω) for any Borel set A. The trick of
randomly translating the dyadic lattice has turned out to be extremely useful in many
situations. For instance, Nazarov, Treil, and Volberg [25] use it in the proof of their non-
homogeneous Tb-theorem. In [30], this technique is for the first time used to study di-
mension of porous measures. In this section, we prove the following result on the exis-
tence of many “doubling scales”. Given K > 0 and a cube Q we denote by KQ the cube
with the same center as Q and K times the side length.
Lemma 2.4. For any 0 < p < 1 and K ∈ N there exists c′ = c′(d, p,K) > 0 such that the
following holds: Let µ be a measure on [0, 1/2)d. Then for Ld almost every ω ∈ [0, 1/2)d,
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : µω(Qk,x) ≥ c′µω(KQk,x)} ≥ p
for µω almost every x ∈ Rd.
For this, we need a few lemmas first.
Notation 2.1. If 2a−1 > K and Q ∈ Qk, let
U(Q) = UK,a(Q) = {x ∈ Q : dist(x, ∂Q) > K2−(k+a)},
where ∂Q is the boundary of the cube. Hence U(Q) is obtained from Q by removing the
K outer layers of subcubes of Q of generation k + a.
Lemma 2.5. If 2a−1 > K and µ is a measure on [0, 1/2)d, then forLd almost every ω ∈ [0, 1/2)d,
the translated measure µω satisfies
lim
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : Qk+a,x ⊂ U(Qk,x)} = (1−K21−a)d for µω almost all x. (2.5)
Proof. We use the argument from [30, Lemma 4.3]. By the law of large numbers if x ∈ Rd,
then
lim
N→∞
card{k ∈ [N ] : Qk+a,x−ω ⊂ U(Qk,x−ω)}
N
= (1−K21−a)d
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for Ld almost all ω ∈ [0, 1/2)d (in other words, Ld almost all points x−ω are normal with
respect to the standard 2a-adic grid). From this the claim follows by applying Fubini’s
theorem to µ× Ld|[0,1/2)d . 
The following lemma is standard. As we have not been able to find this exact statement
in the literature, and the proof is elementary, we include it for completeness.
Lemma 2.6. If µ is a measure on [0, 1)d, then
lim sup
N→∞
logµ(QN,x)
−N ≤ d
for µ almost all x.
Proof. Suppose the claim does not hold. Then there are ε > 0 and a set A of positive µ
measure such that the following holds: if x ∈ A, then
lim sup
N→∞
logµ(QN,x)
−N ≥ d+ ε.
Take a closed subsetA0 ofAwith µ(A0) > 0. For any n0 ∈ N and each x ∈ A0, we can find
N(x) ≥ n0 such that µ(QN(x),x) < 2−N(x)(d+ε). Since A0 is compact, we can cover it by
finitely many of theQN(x),x. Writing n1 for the maximum of theN(x) on this finite set, an
easy inductive argument, working from n1 down to n0, shows that µ(A0∩Q) ≤ 2−n0(d+ε)
for all cubes Q ∈ Qn0 , and therefore
µ(A0) ≤ 2n0d2−n0(d+ε) = 2−εn0 .
As n0 was arbitrary, µ(A0) = 0. This contradiction finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. If a ∈ N, 0 < p < 1 and µ is a measure on [0, 1)d, then
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk+a,x) ≥ cµ(Qk,x)} ≥ p (2.6)
for µ almost all x ∈ Rd, where c = c(d, p, a) > 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to [3, Lemma 2.2]. To simplify notation, we assume that
µ([0, 1)d) = 1. Choose c = c(d, p, a) := 2−2ad/(1−p). Let x ∈ Rd be any point where
(2.6) fails. Then there are arbitrarily large integers N with
card{k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk+a,x) ≥ cµ(Qk,x)} < pN.
For such an N ,(
µ(QN+a,x)
)a ≤ a∏
`=1
µ(QN+`,x)
µ(Q`,x)
=
N∏
k=1
µ(Qk+a,x)
µ(Qk,x)
< c(1−p)N .
Hence
logµ(QN+a,x)
−(N + a) ≥
log c(1−p)N/a
−(N + a) =
−2dN
−(N + a) =
2dN
N + a
,
which yields
lim sup
N→∞
log(µ(QN,x))
−N ≥ 2d.
In view of Lemma 2.6, (2.6) can fail only in a µ null set, as claimed. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let ω ∈ [0, 1/2)d be such that (2.5) holds. By Lemma 2.5 this is the case
forLd almost all ω ∈ [0, 1/2)d. Choose a = a(p,K) such that 2a−1 > K and (1−K21−a)d >
p. Let pa = ((1 −K21−a)d + p)/2. Then 0 < p′ := 1 + p − pa < 1. Let x ∈ Rd be a point
such that
Qk,x ⊂ U(Qk−a,x) (2.7)
for at least paN values k ∈ [N ]; and
µω(Q
k,x) ≥ c′µω(Qk−a,x) (2.8)
for at least p′N values k ∈ [N ], where c′ = c(d, p′, a) > 0 is the constant from Lemma
2.7. By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7, for µω almost all x, the conditions (2.7), (2.8) are satisfied
when N is large. Then (2.7) and (2.8) are simultaneously satisfied for at least pN values
k ∈ [N ]. Consider such k ∈ [N ]. By (2.7) and the definition of U(Qk−a,x), we have
KQk,x ⊂ Qk−a,x, see the Figure 2 below. Now (2.8) yields µω(Qk,x) ≥ c′µω(KQk,x) for at
least pN values k ∈ [N ] and the claim follows. 
FIGURE 2. We choose the number a ∈ N in the proof of Lemma 2.4 so
large that whenever a cube Q ≺a Qk−a,x is contained in U(Qk−a,x), then
the enlarged cube KQ ⊂ Qk−a,x. In the picture the light gray cubes forms
the set U(Qk−a,x), the darker gray cube Qk,x ⊂ U(Qk−a,x) and the con-
stants K = 2 and a = 3.
2.3. Labeling cubes.
Lemma 2.8. Let µ be a Borel probability measure on [0, 1)d and a ∈ N. Suppose that eachQ ∈ Q
is labeled either as ’black’ or ’white’. Write
Qblack :=
⋃
Q′≺aQ is black
Q′.
Then
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
(
µk,x(Q
k,x
black)− 1Qk,x is black
)
= 0
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for µ almost every x ∈ [0, 1)d.
Proof. For k ≥ a, let
fk(x) = µk−a,x(Q
k−a,x
black ), and gk(x) = 1Qk,x is black.
Write Bk for the σ-algebra generated by Qk. Then fk is Bk−a measurable, and gk is Bk
measurable. Moreover, the conditional expectation
Eµ(gk|Bk−a)(x) =
µ(Qk−a,xblack )
µ(Qk−a,x)
= fk(x).
This shows that, for each j ∈ [a − 1], the sequence (f`a+j − g`a+j)`∈N is a uniformly
bounded martingale difference sequence (with respect to the filtration {B`a+j}∞`=0). By
the law of large numbers for martingale differences (see [7, Theorem 3 in Chapter VII.9]),
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
`=1
(f`a+j(x)− g`a+j(x)) = 0 for µ almost every x ∈ [0, 1)d.
Adding over all j, we deduce that
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
(fk(x)− gk(x)) = 0 for µ almost every x ∈ [0, 1)d.
The statement follows since
1
N
N∑
k=1
(fk+a(x)− gk(x))− 1
N
N∑
k=1
(fk(x)− gk(x)) −→ 0, as N →∞,
for every x. 
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
3.1. General outline. Although the geometric details differ, the strategy of proof of The-
orems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 follows a unified pattern, which we can summarize as follows:
(1) Firstly, note that both the hypotheses and the statements are local and translation-
invariant, so the measure µ can be assumed to be supported on [0, 1/2)d and trans-
lated by a random vector in [0, 1/2)d.
(2) Translate the geometric concept under study (homogeneity, conical densities, poros-
ity) into a dyadic analogue.
(3) Show that the validity of the original condition at a proportion p of dyadic scales
implies the validity of the corresponding dyadic version at a proportion p′ of
scales, with p′ arbitrarily close to p. (This step usually depends on Lemma 2.4,
and hence explains the initial random translation).
(4) Use the geometric hypothesis (in its dyadic version) to obtain an estimate for the
entropy H(µ,Qk,x) at points x and scales k such that the condition is verified (for
example, at porous scales).
(5) Conclude with a bound on the dimension of the measure from local entropy av-
erages (Proposition 1.1).
It may be useful to keep these steps in mind while going through the details of the proofs.
We remark that this general strategy was already used in [30] (see also [29]). However,
the geometric arguments in our current applications are rather more involved at all steps.
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3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout this section, constants d ∈ N, 0 < m < s < d,
and a measure µ on [0, 1)d are fixed.
Theorem 1.1 will be proved via a corresponding dyadic formulation. For this we re-
quire a dyadic version of homogeneity:
Definition 3.1 (Dyadic homogeneity). Fix a ∈ N. The dyadic a-homogeneity of a measure
µ at x ∈ Rd with parameters ε > 0 and k ∈ N is defined by
homaε,k(µ, x) = card{Q ≺a Qk,x : µ(Q) > εµ(Qk,x)}.
The required dyadic version of Theorem 1.1 is given in the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. There exist constants p0 = p0(m, s, d) > 0 such that for every a ∈ N there
exists ε0 = ε0(m, s, d, a) > 0 with the following property: for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ), and for
all large enough N ∈ N we have
homaε0,k(µ, x) > 2
am for at least p0N values k ∈ [N ]. (3.1)
For µ almost all x ∈ Ωs(µ) the estimate (3.1) holds for infinitely many N .
First we need a more quantitative statement. We use the notation from Lemma 2.3:
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < q < 1, a ∈ N, 0 < ε < 2−ad−1. Suppose that A ⊂ [0, 1)d has the following
property: for every x ∈ A there exist infinitely many N ∈ N such that
homaε,k(µ, x) ≤ 2am for at least qN values of k ∈ [N ]. (3.2)
Then
dimloc(µ, x) ≤
qh2
ad
ε,2ad−2am
a
+ (1− q)d =: s′(m, d, q, a, ε) (3.3)
for µ almost every x ∈ A. Moreover, if the inequality (3.2) holds for all large enough N , then
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ s′ (3.4)
for µ almost every x ∈ A.
Proof. Let x ∈ A and choose N ∈ N such that (3.2) holds. By (3.2) there exist distinct
k1, . . . , kdqNe ∈ [N ] with homaε,k`(µ, x) ≤ 2am for each ` ∈
[dqNe]. For any such ` we may
choose Q1, Q2, . . . , Q2ad−b2amc ≺a Qk`,x such that µ(Qi) ≤ εµ(Qk`,x) for each i. A direct
application of Lemma 2.3 with M = 2ad and n = 2ad − b2amc then implies
Ha(µ,Qk`,x) ≤ h2adε,2ad−2am , ` ∈
[dqNe].
Moreover, applying Lemma 2.2 with K = 2ad and c = 1, we have Ha(µ,Qk,x) ≤ ad for
k ∈ [N ] \ {k1, . . . , kdqNe}. Hence
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x) =
dqNe∑
`=1
Ha(µ,Qk`,x) +
∑
k∈[N ]
k/∈{k1,...,kdqNe}
Ha(µ,Qk,x)
≤ qNh2adε,2ad−2am + (1− q)Nad.
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Dividing both sides by Na, we have
1
Na
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x) ≤ s′.
As x ∈ A, there are infinitely many N such that the above holds. Hence (3.3) is just an
application of local entropy averages (Proposition 1.1).
Similarly, if the above is satisfied for all large enough N ∈ N, then local entropy aver-
ages implies the stronger estimate (3.4). 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let a ∈ N, p0 := s−m2(d−m) , t = (s−p0d)/(1−p0). Then δ := a(t−m) >
0. Since (recall (2.1))
lim
ε↘0
h2
ad
ε,2ad−2am = am,
we can choose 0 < ε0 = ε0(m, s, d, a) < 2−ad−1 such that
h2
ad
ε0,2ad−2am < am+ δ = at.
Then by the definition of s′ (recall (3.3)) we have
s′ = s′(m, d, 1− p0, a, ε0) =
(1− p0)h2adε0,2ad−2am
a
+ p0d < (1− p0)t+ p0d = s. (3.5)
Assume that the first statement of Proposition 3.1 fails. Then there is a Borel set A ⊂
Ωs(µ) with µ(A) > 0, such that for every x ∈ A, there are infinitely many N with
homaε0,k(µ, x) ≤ 2am for at least (1− p0)N values of k ∈ [N ].
Lemma 3.1 (3.3) with q = 1 − p0, and (3.5) then yield dimloc(µ, x) ≤ s′ < s for µ almost
every x ∈ A. This is impossible since µ(A) > 0 and A ⊂ Ωs(µ).
The proof for x ∈ Ωs(µ) is completely analogous, using (3.4) in place of (3.3). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first fix various constants. Let p0 = p0(m, s, d) > 0 be the con-
stant from Proposition 3.1 and p = p0/2 > 0. Let t = (m+s)/2 and let 2 ≤ a0 = a0(m, s, d)
be so large that
2a0t/Cd ≥ 2a0m. (3.6)
where Cd is a large dimensional constant (choosing Cd = 17dd/2 will do). Consider
0 < δ < δ0 := 2
1−a0 . Denote by h = h(d) the smallest integer such that 2h ≥ √d. Fix
a ≥ a0 such that
2−a ≤ δ < 21−a. (3.7)
Let K be a constant to be chosen later, depending only on d. By localizing, rescaling, and
translating, we may assume that µ is supported on [0, 1)d and satisfies the conclusion of
Lemma 2.4 with this value of K, i.e.
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk,x) ≥ c′µ(KQk,x)} > 1− p for µ almost every x, (3.8)
where c′ = c(d, 1 − p/2,K). Further, let ε = c′ε0(t, s, d, a), where ε0(t, s, d, a) is the value
provided by Proposition 3.1.
Then, Proposition 3.1 together with (3.8) implies that for µ almost all x ∈ Ωs(µ) and all
large N ∈ N, it holds that
homaε0,k+h(µ, x) ≥ 2at (3.9)
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for at least 2pN values k ∈ [N ], and
µ(Qk+h,x) ≥ c′µ(KQk+h,x) (3.10)
for at least (1− p)N values k ∈ [N ]. The assumptions (3.9) and (3.10) are then simultane-
ously satisfied for at least pN values k ∈ [N ]. Fix one such k ∈ [N ].
Denote
Hk := {Q ≺a Qk+h,x : µ(Q) > ε0µ(Qk+h,x)}.
We define a packing Bk of B(x, 2−k) as follows. First pick Q1 ∈ Hk, and remove all
cubes Q ∈ Hk which intersect the ball B(xQ1 , δ21−k). The estimates (3.7) and a simple
geometric inspection show there are at most Cd such cubes (this is the only property of
the constant Cd that we use). Now choose Q2 from the remaining cubes inHk and do the
same. Hence each time we choose Qj , we remove at most Cd cubes from Hk. By (3.9),
we have cardHk ≥ 2at, so this process stops when we have chosen the cube QL with
L ≥ 2at/Cd.
FIGURE 3. We choose the constant h such that Qk+h,x is contained in the
reference ball B(x, 2−k), and then the constant K such that B(x, 5 · 2−k) ⊂
KQk+h,x. The darker small cubes Qj ≺a Qk+h+a,x in the picture form the
set Hk: each of them have at least ε0-portion of the µ-mass of the cube
Qk+h,x. This allows us to control the proportion of µ-masses of the balls
Bj ⊃ Qj inside B(x, 5 · 2−k).
By construction, the collection of balls
Bk := {Bj = B(xQj , δ2−k) : j = 1, . . . , L}
is a (δ2−k)-packing of B(x, 2−k). Observe that |xQj − x| <
√
d · 2−h−k−1 < 2−k by the
choice of h and that also Bj ⊃ Qj by (3.7). At this point, we define K so that KQk+h,x ⊃
B(x, 5·2−k), see Figure 3. For example,K = 11·2h works. Hence, using also the definition
ofHk,
µ(Bj) ≥ µ(Qj) > ε0µ(Qk+h,x)
(3.10)
≥ εµ(KQk+h,x) ≥ εµ(B(x, 5 · 2−k)).
Therefore homδ,ε,2−k(µ, x) ≥ cardBk ≥ 2at/Cd ≥ 2am ≥ δ−m for at least pN values of
k ∈ [N ], recall (3.6) and (3.7). Theorem 1.1 is now proved for the points in Ωs(µ).
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The last statement of Proposition 3.1 yields for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) infinitely
many N ∈ N such that (3.9) is satisfied for at least p0N values k ∈ [N ]. Furthermore, for
µ almost every x the property (3.10) still hold for these N , since it does not require any
information about local dimension of µ at x. Hence the same proof goes through, and we
have (1.1) for infinitely many N ∈ N, as claimed. 
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. Throughout this section we fix numbers 0 < m < s < d,
where m, d ∈ N, and 0 < α < 1.
The main idea in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to combine the dyadic version of the
homogeneity estimate from the previous subsection with the following lemma. This
lemma may be seen as a simple discrete version of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.2. There exists a0 = a0(m, s, d, α) ∈ N such that for any a ≥ a0 and any family C of
cubes ofQ ≺a [0, 1)d with at least 2as elements, there isQ ∈ C such that for any V ∈ G(d, d−m)
and θ ∈ Sd−1 there exists Q′ ∈ C with
Q′ ⊂ X(x, V, α) \H(x, θ, α) (3.11)
for all x ∈ Q.
Proof. We denote by C1, . . . , C5 positive and finite constants that depend only on d,m
and α. We first let C1, C2 be constants such that (here Q,Q′ ∈ C and V ∈ G(d, d−m))
(1) If |xQ − xQ′ | > C12−a and V hits both Q and Q′, then xQ′ ∈ X(xQ, V, α/4).
(2) If |xQ − xQ′ | > C12−a and xQ′ ∈ X(xQ, V, α/4), then Q′ ⊂ X(y, V, α/2) for all
y ∈ Q.
(3) If Q1, . . . , QC2 ≺a [0, 1)d and the centers of Qi are C12−a apart from each other,
then there is i0 ∈ [C2] with the property that for each θ ∈ Sd−1, we have Qi ∩
H(y, θ, α) = ∅ for some i ∈ [C2] and for all y ∈ Qi0 .
The existence of such C1 and C2 is based on straightforward geometric arguments, see
e.g. [6], [16, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3] or [3, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3].
Since the GrassmannianG(d, d−m) is compact, we may find V1, . . . , VC3 ∈ G(d, d−m)
so that each X(x, V, α) contains some X(x, Vi, α/2). Choose a small ε = ε(d,m, α) > 0 to
be determined later. We say that a cube Q in the collection C is i-good, if for all θ ∈ Sd−1
there is Q′ ∈ C such that
Q′ ⊂ X(x, Vi, α/2) \H(x, θ, α) for all x ∈ Q.
Next we estimate the amount of i-good cubes in C. We first choose an 2−a−1-dense subset
{y1, . . . , yC42am} ⊂ projV ⊥i ([0, 1)
d) (where projV ⊥i is the orthogonal projection onto V
⊥
i ).
Consider a yj for which the tube
T := {x ∈ Rd : dist(x,proj−1Vi (yj)) < 2−a−1}
contains at least ε2a(s−m) center points of cubes in C, see Figure 4 below.
Observe that, for all but at most C4ε2as cubes Q ∈ C, the center xQ is contained in such
a T . Let CT be the cubes in C whose centers lie in T . For each collection of cubes Q ≺a
[0, 1)d withM elements, there is a sub-collection with at leastM/(2C1+1)d elements such
that the midpoints are C12−a apart from each other. We let C1 be a maximal subcollection
of CT with this property. We continue inductively; If the collection CT \∪k<nCk has at least
C2(2C1 + 1)
d/ε elements, we let Cn be a maximal subcollection of CT \ ∪k<nCk with the
central points C12−a apart from each other. This process terminates when the cardinality
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FIGURE 4. The yj is located at Vi such that the tube T contains at least
ε2a(s−m) center points of cubes from the collection C.
of CT \ ∪k<nCk is at most C2(2C1 + 1)d/ε which, on the other hand, is less than ε times
the cardinality of CT provided 2a(s−m) ≥ ε−3C2(2C1 + 1)d (this determines the choice of
a0). Furthermore, using 1–3, we see that all but C2 of the elements of each Cn are i-good
and that C2 is less than ε times the cardinality of Cn.
To summarize, we have seen that a proportion at least (1−C4ε) of the cubes in C belong
to some CT for which there are at least ε2a(m−s) elements and, among these, a proportion
of at least (1− ε) belong to a Cn which has a proportion (1− ε) of i-good cubes. Thus, at
least a proportion (1−C5ε) of the cubes of C are i-good, and this holds for all i. Whence,
choosing ε < 1/(C3C5), there is at least one cubeQ ∈ C which is i-good for all V1, . . . , VC3 .
The claim (3.11) holds true for this Q. 
We can apply this lemma to gain information on the existence of trapped cubes:
Definition 3.2 (Trapped cubes). Let a, k ∈ N, Q ∈ Q and ε > 0. A cube Q′ ≺a Q with
µ(Q′) > εµ(Q) is ε-trapped if, for any V ∈ G(d, d−m) and θ ∈ Sd−1, there exists Q′′ ≺a Q
with µ(Q′′) > εµ(Q) and
Q′′ ⊂ X(x, V, α) \H(x, θ, α) for all x ∈ Q′,
see Figure 5. Once ε and a are fixed, denote
Qtrap :=
⋃
Q′≺aQ is ε-trapped
Q′.
Lemma 3.3. There exist a = a(m, s, d, α), ε = ε(m, s, d, α) > 0, and p′ = p′(m, s, d, α) > 0
such that for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) and for all large enough N ∈ N, the cube Qk,x is ε-
trapped for at least p′N values k ∈ [N ]. For µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) there exist infinitely many
N ∈ N such that the cube Qk,x is ε-trapped for at least p′N values of k ∈ [N ].
Proof. Let t = (m + s)/2 and a = a0(m, t, d, α) be the constant from Lemma 3.2 and
ε = ε0(t, s, d, a) be the constant from Proposition 3.1. Finally, let p′ = εp0/2, where
p0 = p0(t, s, d) is the constant from Proposition 3.1. Let x ∈ Rd and k ∈ N such that
homaε,k(µ, x) ≥ 2at. (3.12)
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Then by Lemma 3.2 there exists an ε-trapped cube Q ≺a Qk,x. Proposition 3.1 implies
that, for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) and for all large enoughN ∈ N, (3.12) holds for at least
p0N values k ∈ [N ]. For these x and N , we have
N∑
k=1
µk,x(Q
k,x
trap) > εp0N = 2p
′N. (3.13)
On the other hand, Lemma 2.8 with ’black’ = ’trapped’ implies for µ almost every x ∈ Rd
that
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
(
µk,x(Q
k,x
trap)− 1Qk,x is trapped
)
= 0.
We conclude that for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ), and for all large enough N ∈ N, we have
N∑
k=1
1Qk,x is trapped > p
′N,
which is precisely what we wanted.
For the points in Ωs(µ) the argument is symmetric as Proposition 3.1 implies (3.13) for
infinitely many N . 
FIGURE 5. A cube Q′ ≺a Q becomes ε-trapped if it is effectively sur-
rounded by cubes Q′′ ≺a Q (in the picture the darker gray cubes) each of
which having at least ε-portion of µ mass in Q.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let h be the smallest integer such that 2h ≥ √d, and let K = K(d)
be large enough so that B(x, 2−k) ⊂ KQk+h,x. For example, K = 2h+1 + 1 works. Let
a = a(m, s, d, α), ε = ε(m, s, d, α), and p′ = p′(m, s, d, α) be the constants from Lemma
3.3. Define p = p′/2. and q = 1 − p′/2. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we may assume
that µ has been suitably localized and translated to ensure that, applying Lemma 2.4 with
the appropriate parameters, there is a constant cq > 0 such that
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk,x) ≥ cqµ(KQk,x)} > q for µ almost all x. (3.14)
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We also set
c = c(m, s, d, α) = cqε.
Consider x ∈ Rd and k ∈ N for which
Qk+h+a,x is ε-trapped and µ(Qk+h,x) ≥ cqµ(KQk+h). (3.15)
Let V ∈ G(d, d − m) and θ ∈ Sd−1. Since Qk+h+a,x is ε-trapped, we can choose Q ≺a
Qk+h,x with µ(Q) > εµ(Qk+h,x) and
Q ⊂ X(x, V, α) \H(x, θ, α).
The choice of h implies that Q ⊂ Qk+h,x ⊂ B(x, 2−k), whence also
Q ⊂ X(x, 2−k, V, α) \H(x, θ, α).
Moreover, using (3.15) and that B(x, 2−k) ⊂ KQk+h,x (by the choice of K), we have
µ(B(x, 2−k)) ≤ µ(KQk+h,x) ≤ c−1q µ(Qk+h,x).
Hence
µ(X(x, 2−k, V, α) \H(x, θ, α))
µ(B(x, 2−k))
≥ µ(Q)
c−1q µ(Qk+h,x)
> cqε = c.
Lemma 3.3 and (3.14) now imply that, for µ almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ) and for all large
enough N ∈ N, the two properties in (3.15) are simultaneously satisfied for at least (p′ +
q − 1)N = pN values of k ∈ [N ]. Hence the above argument implies the claim for µ
almost every x ∈ Ωs(µ).
As for the points in Ωs(µ), the second part of Lemma 3.3 implies the claim for infinitely
many N in a similar manner. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Throughout this section integers d ∈ N, ` ∈ [d], a number
0 < α < 1/2 and a measure µ on [0, 1)d are fixed.
Definition 3.3 (Porous cubes). Choose the unique a = a(α) ∈ N such that
2−a ≤ 1− 2α < 21−a. (3.16)
Given ε > 0, a cube Q′ ∈ Qk+a is (α, ε)-porous, if there exists x ∈ Q′ such that
por`(µ, x, 2
−k, ε) > α,
see Figure 6. We often suppress the notation (α, ε) from the definition of porous cubes if
they are clear from the context. The first such occasion is at hand: if Q ∈ Qk we write
Qpor :=
⋃
Q′≺aQ is porous
Q′.
Recall the definitions of P`,α,p and U`,α,p from Definition 1.4.
Lemma 3.4. Fix ε > 0 and 0 < p′ < p < 1. Then for any measure µ on Rd and for µ almost
every x ∈ P`,α,p, we have
pN (x) :=
1
N
N∑
k=1
µk,x(Q
k,x
por) ≥ p′ (3.17)
when N ∈ N is large. For µ almost all x ∈ U`,α,p the estimate (3.17) holds for infinitely many N .
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Proof. If por`(µ, x, 2−(k−a), ε) > α, then Qk,x is porous. If x ∈ P`,α,p (resp. U`,α,p) then, for
large enough N (infinitely many N ), this happens for at least pN of indices k ∈ [N ], i.e.
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
N∑
k=1
1Qk,x is porous ≥ p for all x ∈ P`,α,p
(resp. lim supN→∞ · · · ≥ p for all x ∈ U`,α,p). Lemma 2.8 with ’black’ = ’porous’ yields the
claim. 
FIGURE 6. In the picture d = 2, ` = 2 and α is close to 1/2. A cube
Q′ ∈ Qk+a becomes (α, ε)-porous if it contains a point x such that the `-
porosity at x is at least α. Since α is very close to 1/2, the number a = a(α)
is very large, so the size of the porous cube Q′ is very small compared
to the size of the holes B(y1, α2−k) and B(y2, α2−k) obtained from the `-
porosity.
Recall the following covering lemma [14, Lemma 5.4]:
Lemma 3.5. Let x ∈ Rd, r > 0 and A ⊂ B(x, r). If por`(A, z, r) ≥ α for every z ∈ A, then A
can be covered with c(1− 2α)`−d balls of radius (1− 2α)r, where c = c(d) > 0.
With this we obtain the following lemma, which is analogous to [1, Lemma 3.5]:
Lemma 3.6. Let k ∈ N, ε > 0 and Q ∈ Qk. Then Q may be divided into three disjoint parts
Q = E ∪ P ∪ J,
where
(1) µ(E) ≤ c0εµ(3Q),
(2) P can be covered by at most c12a(d−`) cubes Q′ ≺a Q, and
(3) J ∩Qpor = ∅.
Here c0 = c0(`, α, d) and c1 = c1(d) are positive and finite constants.
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Proof. For any porous Q′ ≺a Q, choose x = xQ′ ∈ Q′ such that por`(µ, x, 2−k, ε) > α.
By the definition of `-porosity, this implies that we may choose points y1, . . . , y` ∈ Rd
with (yi − x) · (yj − x) = 0 for i 6= j such that the balls BjQ′ := B(yj , α2−k) satisfy
BjQ′ ⊂ B(x, 2−k) and µ(BjQ′) ≤ εµ(B(x, 2−k)) for j ∈ [`]. Since B(x, 2−k) ⊂ 3Q (because
x ∈ Q′ ⊂ Q), this gives
BjQ′ ⊂ 3Q and µ(BjQ′) ≤ εµ(3Q), j ∈ [`]. (3.18)
Denote
E := Q ∩
⋃
Q′≺aQ is porous
j∈[`]
BjQ′ .
By (3.18) we have
µ(E) ≤ c0εµ(3Q),
where c0 = c0(`, α, d) := `2ad. Now we can define P := Qpor\E and J := Q\(E∪P ).
If z ∈ P , there is x ∈ P with |x − z| < √d2−a−k such that por`(P, x, 2−k) > α. An easy
calculation then implies that por`(P, z, 2−k) ≥ α′ for α′ = α −
√
d2−a. Since Q can be
covered by C(d) balls of radius 2−k, the Lemma 3.5 yields c = c(d) <∞ and a collection
B of at most c(1− 2α′)`−d balls of radius (1− 2α′)2−k whose union cover P . Since
1− 2α′ = 1− 2α+
√
d21−a ≤ (1 +
√
d)21−a
by (3.16), it follows that P may be covered by c12a(d−`) cubes Q′ ≺a Q for some c1 =
c1(d) <∞.
Finally, the claim for J is immediate from its definition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let 0 < q < 1. By localizing and normalizing, we can assume that
µ is a probability measure supported on [0, 1)d and, thanks to Lemma 2.4 and a random
translation, also that
lim inf
N→∞
1
N
card{k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk,x) ≥ β(q)µ(3Qk,x)} > q for µ almost all x, (3.19)
where 0 < β(q) < 1/(2c0) is a function of q (which also depends on the dimension d)
such that
lim
g↑1
β(q) = 0.
Let ε = ε(q) := β(q)2. When x ∈ [0, 1)d and k ∈ N, let Qk,x = Ek,x ∪ P k,x ∪ Jk,x be the
decomposition given by Lemma 3.6 with this ε. Write K = c12a(d−`) and let P˜ k,x be the
union of the at most K cubes that cover P k,x from Lemma 3.6. Now
Qk,xpor \ P˜ k,x ⊂ Ek,x, P k,x ⊂ P˜ k,x, and Jk,x ⊂ Qk,x \Qk,xpor.
Recall that ϕ(t) = t log(1/t) is the entropy function. Given k ∈ N, we can estimate
Ha(µ,Qk,x) ≤
∑
Q≺aQk,x
Q⊂Qk,xpor\P˜ k,x
ϕ(µk,x(Q)) +
∑
Q≺aQk,x
Q⊂Qk,xpor∩P˜ k,x
ϕ(µk,x(Q)) +
∑
Q≺aQk,x
Q∩Qk,xpor=∅
ϕ(µk,x(Q)).
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Let Sk,x1 , S
k,x
2 and S
k,x
3 be the three sums in the right-hand side above. Using the fact that
Qk,xpor \ P˜ k,x ⊂ Ek,x and the definition of P˜ k,x, Lemma 2.2 yields
Sk,x1 ≤ µk,x(Ek,x) log
2ad
µk,x(Ek,x)
,
Sk,x2 ≤ µk,x(Qk,xpor) log
K
µk,x(Q
k,x
por)
,
Sk,x3 ≤ (1− µk,x(Qk,xpor)) log
2ad
1− µk,x(Qk,xpor)
.
For N ∈ N, denote DN (x) = {k ∈ [N ] : µ(Qk,x) ≥ β(q)µ(3Qk,x)}, and let qN (x) =
cardDN (x)/N .
Since
µ(Ek,x) ≤ c0εµ(3Qk,x) ≤ c0β(q)µ(Qk,x)
for all k ∈ DN (x), we have ∑
k∈DN (x)
Sk,x1 ≤ c0β(q)N log
2ad
c0β(q)
. (3.20)
Moreover, the log sum inequality (Lemma 2.1) implies
N∑
k=1
Sk,x2 +
N∑
k=1
Sk,x3 ≤ pN (x)N log
K
pN (x)
+ (1− pN (x))N log 2
ad
1− pN (x) , (3.21)
where
pN (x) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
µk,x(Q
k,x
por).
We are going to use the above estimates on Sk,x1 for the “doubling” scales k ∈ DN (x).
For other values of k, we do not have any control over µk,x(Ek,x), so we use the trivial
bound (recall Lemma 2.2)
Ha(µ,Qk,x) ≤ ad. (3.22)
As the amount of non-doubling scales can be made arbitrarily small by letting q → 1,
this will cause no harm in the end.
Combining (3.20), (3.21), (3.22), and plugging in K = c12a(d−`), we have proven that
for each x ∈ Rd and N ∈ N,
1
Na
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x) ≤ d− pN (x)`+ c2(q, x,N)
a
+ (1− qN (x))d+ c0dβ(q),
where
c2(q, x,N) = pN (x) log c1 + pN (x) log
1
pN (x)
+ (1− pN (x)) log 11−pN (x) + c0β(q) log
1
c0β(q)
satisfies c2(q, x,N) ≤ c3 < ∞ for some uniform constant c3. If we now combine Lemma
3.4 and (3.19), we get that for all 0 < p′ < p, for µ almost every x ∈ P`,α,p, and for all large
enough N ∈ N,
pN (x) ≥ p′ and qN (x) ≥ q.
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Hence local entropy averages implies (letting p′ → p)
dimloc(µ, x) = lim sup
N→∞
1
Na
N∑
k=1
Ha(µ,Qk,x)
≤ d− p`+ c3
a
+ (1− q + c0β(q))d
for µ almost every x ∈ P`,α,p. For µ almost all x ∈ U`,α,p we have pN (x) ≥ p for infinitely
many N ∈ N and this leads to
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ d− p`+
c3
a
+ (1− q + c0β(q))d.
for almost all x ∈ U`,α,p. Since 2a ≥ 11−2α by (3.16), and 1 − q + c0β(q) → 0 as q → 1, the
required estimates follow. 
4. FURTHER REMARKS
We discuss here some of the questions raised by our results. It seems likely that at least
some of them could be answered by further developing the technique of local entropy
averages. On the other hand, some of them may turn out to be harder and require deeper
new ideas.
1) Although we do not make them explicit, all the constants appearing in Theorems
1.1,1.2 and 1.3 are effective. However, in all cases they are very far from optimal. In
particular, they worsen very fast with the ambient dimension d; it would be interesting
to know if this a genuine phenomenon or an artifact from the method (in particular, the
switching between balls and cubes).
2) As mentioned above, the estimate of Theorem 1.3 is asymptotically sharp as α→ 12 .
See e.g. [1, Example 3.9]. When α is fixed and p → 0, the proof of Theorem 1.3 gives the
following sharper estimate
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ d− p`+
c(d)p log 1p
log 11−2α
for µ almost all x ∈ P`,α,p(µ) (and similarly with dimloc and U`,α,p). We believe this
estimate should hold without the log 1p term, i.e. that
dimloc(µ, x) ≤ d− p`+ c(d)p
log 11−2α
.
3) We believe it should be possible to choose p independent of α in Theorem 1.2, even
tough our proof does not imply this. In the homogenity estimate (Theorem 1.1) and its
dyadic counterpart (Proposition 3.1), p is independent of δ (resp. a), but it is easy to see
that the statement fails as p → 1. Also, it is not known what are the correct asymptotics
for c in Theorem 1.2 as α→ 0 and/or s→ m.
4) Koskela and Rohde [17] consider a version of mean porosity for sets that contain
holes for a fixed proportion of n ∈ N in the annuli An = B(x, λn) \ B(x, λn+1). They
obtain the sharp bound for the packing dimension of such mean porous sets as the pa-
rameter λ → 1. In [26] Nieminen is interested in a weak form of porosity where the
relative size of the “pores” is allowed to go to zero when r → 0. It seems possible that
the method of local entropy averages can be used to provide measure versions of their
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results. Concerning the porosity condition in [26], one should obtain a gauge function h
depending on the porosity data such that a porous measure µ is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Hausdorff or packing measure in this gauge. Our method can cer-
tainly be used to obtain dimension estimates for spherically porous sets and measures,
see e.g. [18].
5) There are very few results on the dimension of porous sets or measures in metric
spaces (see [12, 14]). It would be very interesting to see, if one could apply a version of the
local entropy averages to obtain new dimension bounds in this direction. If one applies
the local entropy averages formula directly, there is usually an extra error term arising
from the geometry of the metric dyadic grid (the “cubes” are no longer isometric). For
this reason, the straightforward generalisation of the method gives useful information
only if the effect on entropy averages is larger than the error caused by this irregularity.
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